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	From July 22 to July 24, 2010, the Technische Universit¨at M¨unchen, Germany,
	hosted the eighth edition of the now well-established ADG workshop dedicated
	to Automatic Deduction in Geometry. From the first edition, which was held
	in Toulouse in 1996, to ADG 2010, a slow mutation has taken place. The workshop
	that was formerly centered around computer algebra became a larger forum
	where several communities could exchange new ideas coming from various domains,
	such as computer algebra, logic, computer-assisted proof, combinatorial
	geometry or even software development, but all focused on proof in geometry.


	ADG 2010 was a fruitful meeting where 19 papers, from 22 submissions, were
	selected for presentation after a review process involving at least two reviewers
	per article. The set of presentations was completed by an invited talk given
	by Robert Joan-Arinyo from the Universitat Polit`ecnica de Catalunya, Spain.
	ADG 2010 was also an enjoyable meeting thanks to the rigorous and flawless
	organization of the Munich team (see the Organizing Committee list).


	After the meeting, a new call for papers was launched, accepting contributions
	not necessarily related to a presentation at ADG 2010.


	The present volume of the LNAI series is the result of this selection process,
	which includes a new review process and discussions within the Program Committee.
	It is composed of 13 papers which present original research reflecting
	the current state of the art in this field. The following categorization proposes
	a key to understanding the papers. But, obviously as with all categorizations, it
	is rather arbitrary and it should not be taken strictly. Most papers can indeed
	also be considered from a radically different point of view.


	Three papers deal with incidence geometry using some kind of combinatoric
	argument. Susanne Apel and J¨urgen Richter-Gerbert explore two ways to automatically
	prove a geometric theorem by discovering cancellation patterns. Dominique
	Michelucci studies incidence geometry leading to two papers: one deals
	with an abstract notion of line and the other concerns human readable proofs in
	geometry.


	Three papers fall in the domain of computer algebra. Daniel Lichtblau studies
	a problem related to the locus of the midpoint of a triangle in a corner, which
	is a variant of the “penny in a corner” problem, by using numeric, formal and
	graphical tools. Pavel Pech exposes a method to automatically prove theorems
	related to inequalities in geometry. Yu Zou and Jingzhong Zhang propose a way
	to generate readable proofs using the so-called Mass Point Method involving
	barycentric calculations with real or complex masses.
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Managerial Dilemmas: Exploiting paradox for strategic leadershipJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	In the midst of the most severe recession for 80 years there is little need to argue that organizations are beset by dilemmas and paradoxes. Confidence in prevailing business models and in the underlying assumptions underpinning business decisions over many decades has now been shaken. But it is not enough to rail against arrogance and greed....
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Essential Silverlight 2 Up-to-DateO'Reilly, 2008
Now you can design rich Internet applications (RIAs) for the Web using Silverlight 2, the latest version of Microsoft's hot new runtime application -- without waiting for the official release. That's right. With Essential Silverlight 2 Up-to-Date, you not only get a concise, easy-to-understand introduction to Silverlight 2, but thorough coverage of...
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The Innovation Playbook: A Revolution in Business ExcellenceJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	A complete roadmap to a revolution in business excellence founded on innovation


	Author and successful innovator Nicholas Webb believes we need a revolution in business excellence founded on innovation. In The Innovation Playbook, you will learn why innovations fail, the five rules of customer connectivity, the power...
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Laptops For Dummies Quick Reference (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2006

	Chances are, you wanted a laptop because it’s compact, portable, and gets the job done. You’ll want this book for the same reasons. Small enough to fit into your laptop case, it gives you what you need to make the most of your laptop—even if it’s your first computer. After an introduction that familiarizes you with the...
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LightWave 3D 8 Texturing (Wordware Game and Graphics Library)Wordware Publishing, 2004
Before we begin to explore all the theory and techniques that are involved
in the process of texturing, it is vital to observe the world around you in
such a way as to enable you to understand exactly what you need to create
within the computer-generated environment in which you work. Merely
observing the world on a superficial...
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Neurotransmitters and Neuromodulators: Handbook of Receptors and Biological EffectsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006

	A complete update of the highly acclaimed handbook with data on all neurotransmitters and the majority of neuromodulators. The coverage is now even more comprehensive, with 15% more entries on neuropeptides, "classic" neurotransmitters and related substances in a clear, alphabetical format. The methodological section has been...
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